
Hydrolastic testing

Here's a simple little gadget that those of you with a hydrolastic disposition or bent might 
like to make of you've got an hour or so to spend prior to setting about your hydro units.  
Basically, it's a simple pressure valve that you can use to pump the unit up with a foot 
pump.  All it will do is to pressurise each unit while it's out of the car.  I did mine to approx 
70psi and dunked the unit into a bucket of water for half an hour.  If it leaks air,, you'll see 
bubbles and its knackered!  Simple, yes.  Cheap, yes - but it's a quick test BEFORE you 
reassemble the suspension units to the car and test them in situ.

Anyway, here goes.

Picture 1 shows a normal car valve, available for free from any tyre place.  Alongside, the 
inner part with the rubber sleeve stripped away with a sharp knife and wire brush.  
Alongside that is a hydraulic hose adaptor with a double male threaded sub adaptor to 
attach the female part to the female threaded end of the hydro hose.  More about this 
later.  These hydraulic hose parts are available free from any hydraulic hose repair van 
you see on your rounds or a fiver or so from the main suppliers!

Photo 2.  Clean out the plating from the inside of the hose adaptor.  Tin the outside of the 
cleaned-off inner core part of the brass tyre inflator.  Insert as shown, heat up, allow solder
to run, form an air tight soft soldered seal and allow to cool.  Replace valve core.  Still with 
me?



Photo 3.  Thread new made adaptor into hydrolastic unit, tighten up,  inflate to 50psi or so, 
disconnect pump from adaptor, immerse hydro unit in bucket of water.  Leave for 15 mts 
and then search for bubbles.

You can also use this little adaptor to pressurise the hydro unit to water mains pressure 
(about 14psi) by removing the valve core and clamping a garden hose to the main 
adaptor.  You might see on ours (photo 1), we had to space the adaptor with a short length
of clear piping to suit the inside dia of the garden hose.  Clamp on hose and start.

You can also pump up the units so that the rear alloy or steel strut holder cone thinggy can
be removed, cleaned and replaced.  Don't forget to clean the 1/2" hole into which the strut 
seats too.  Most important.  Make sure that it's well greased inside that hole too.  And while
you're there, make sure that you grease the exterior of the strut holder, the bellows and the
rubber cap with rubber or silicone grease

While the unit is out of the car, don't forget to rinse out the inside with fresh clean water 
half a dozen times or so or until it runs out clean.  Now rinse in new hydro fluid!  You'll be 
surprised at the amount of crap and shi......., er gunge that flows out!

Well....., what's keeping you.....?

Peter Laidler


